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“tHERE IS AN INDEFINABLE mYSTERIOUS

pOWER: i FEEL IT THOUGH i DO NOT SEE IT. 

iT IS SO UNLIKE ALL THAT i PERCEIVE 

THROUGH MY SENSES.”

www.whollyyogini.com/i-shakti FB/IG: @whollyyogini



PRIMAL SHAKTI, I BOW TO THEE!
ALL-ENCOMPASSING SHAKTI, I BOW TO THEE!

THAT THROUGH WHICH DIVINE CREATES, 
I BOW TO THEE!

CREATIVE POWER OF THE KUNDALINI, MOTHER OF ALL 
MOTHER POWER, TO THEE I BOW!

Kundalini-Shakti-Bhakti Mantra
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In present times we are seeing more and more

about the Goddess. God. Whatever you want to

call it; really, they are one and the same.

Just as the rays of light cannot be separated

from the Sun itself, there can be no GOD without

GODDESS & no GODDESS without GOD.

These divine principles, the transcendental

masculine & primordial, creative feminine, are

everywhere. They are the sun & the moon, light &

shadow, push & pull, this & that.

These “poles” within us are seeking to know itself

as undivided (reunited). We are given the

miracle to know our self as the soul-seed

incarnate of That Divine Cosmic Union.
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“There is no Shiva without Shakti, or Shakti without 
Shiva. The two […] in themselves are One”.

Infinite Names, 

One True Essence!



So when I say goddess, what I am referring to is 
Christ-Consciousness (not the egoistic 

arrogance masking as “goddess”)…its grows deeper than that.

I am referring to
the sacred cross  between

our relative manifest world & our eternal Spirit. 

Open your mind to go beyond the gender 
aspects seen in the tangible world.

We have god & goddess within us; just as it takes a sperm 
& an egg to create hue-man life. 

Now, as our world is evolving (and yes it is evolving) so too we 

must keep up to be kept up. 
Lift ourselves up, so we may be lifted. 

Take the next step and be carried by Grace 1000 steps more. 
The world is asking us to bring forth the truth within us. 

So breathe. Be present. 
“Emancipate yourself from mental slavery (Marley).” 

This comes with divine self-recognition, acceptance, surrender 
& conscious action. 

SHAKTI

IT COMES WITH 

KNOWING OUR 

INNATE POWER OF 

LIFE CALLED



Shakti is Life-force 

E N E R G Y. 

She is the Supreme Being. The Total

fabric of the Cosmos. The “Mata”

matrix that occupies everything in the

universe & beyond it. She is the wild

Transformer, the endless shapeshifter.

The Cosmic womb of liberated

Existence.

In Yog-Tantra, Shakti is considered

the divine feminine power whereas

Shiva, is considered as

the divine masculine
consciousness; pure awareness.

You need two to tango.

It is said that Shiva beats his drum

while Shakti dances.

Her design is activating, dancing,

manifesting. Her essence is the Great

Mystery that weaves all Life into

being.

Shakti is symbolized as a dormant,

coiled serpent wrapped thrice

around the base of the spine.

When the lunar & solar energy

channels are purified, one’s potential

Shakti is activated and now she is

known as

Kundalini Shakti. Kundalini rises up

through the central channel or the 7

spheres (+ 33 vertebrae)

+ merges with her consort S’va at the

3rd eye.

Here one realizes the truth of their

Supreme Soul & the thousand

petaled lotus is illuminated. The crown

intelligence center becomes highly

activated where one enters a deep

state of non-local awareness,

oneness, samadhi unity

consciousness, etc.

She remains dormant, yet not as

dormant as we have thought.

And this could be why our material

Goddess here got a “bad” rep.

She is the embodiment of the creative

principle, illusion of the natural world;

also known as maya- AS WELL AS –

Supa-Natural Liberation: an

unfathomable freedom deemed

terrifying.

Still, sincere worshippers have

continued to praise her as our

Supreme Emancipator.

In whichever way, Her energy is what

propels us to evolve out of the denser

fields of experience (obstacles,

toxicities, lower mind tendencies or

“poor habits”) within a solely 3

dimensional tier.

(waking, dreaming, sleeping).

Shakti is the love that brings one back

into god-head

consciousness. In Yoga it is

common that if one wants to

commune with the divine,

transcendental, masculine, they must

first know intimately the powers of

Goddess.

She is the

natural commanding force.

She is our  ~ PRIMORDIAL MOTHER ~





𝙻𝙾𝚅𝙴. 
𝚂𝙴𝚁𝚅𝙴. 
𝚁𝙴𝙼𝙴𝙼𝙱𝙴𝚁.

Her Powers are five-fold though Her

creative qualities _ Infinite.

By embodying these sacred

empowerments given to us by the

Cosmic Mother, one gains mastery

over their life. Together, they are

capable of manifesting the 5 acts

(available in my upcoming course

www.whollyyogini.com/ishakti).

All of them are within us. Yet, if it was

that easy, we would all be

manifestation masters. Good news is,

as we become aware of these sacred

keys our relationship with them gets

stronger. Here we cover the basis of

what they are and how we can

strengthen them in our daily life.

Otherwise, what is the use? Let me

remind you

“Spiritual is the Mother of Practical.”

Each empowerment comes with

a particular technique that will

strengthen your energy in the

corresponding ‘shakti’ power.

In my course I-SHAKTI, you will learn an

abundance of corresponding

activations, techniques + deities that

work within your spiritual-

psychological, bio-Intelligence centers

for overall life enhancement.

ART BY : MICAHEL DIVINE



CHIT-SHAKTI

ANANDA-SHAKTI

ICCHA-SHAKTI

JNANA-SHAKTI

KRIYA-SHAKTI



Consciousness (The Energy of Shiva) is the degree of self-
awareness. The more aware we are of our self, others, world & 
Goddess, the more presence we bring to each moment. The 
more presence we have, the more empowered & valued we 
feel. This transformative power brings us from feeling alone, to 
inner-standing we are supported by (and one with) the Universe.
It makes problems into solutions. It reminds us that we are the 
cause of our reality rather than the victim of it. Whatever we 
face, we have the power to connect with our Universal aspect 
of our Self; limitlessness. To be absolutely conscious is to inner-
stand our divine, cosmic connection to everyone & everything, 
sentient & non-sentient 24/7. The heart of Creative Intelligence is 
in everyone. So the next time you begin to doubt yourself or 
begin to overreact, call upon this expansive power and let all 
that Good cosmic juju wash through your body & mind like 
turning on a light in a dark room.
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“THE POWER OF CONSCIOUSNESS”

Bring both palms together 

gently pulling away the 

ring fingers, middle fingers, 

and index fingers while 

keeping the heels of the 

hands, pinkies, and 

thumbs together. Close 

your eyes. Breathe slow & 

deep into your heart. Feel 

your heart, now a golden 

orb, flowering 360 

degrees. Expand this orb 

into the furthest reaches of 

space. Declare  your 

connection with the 

Universe and feel Her 

power of consciousness 

spinning this orb at a high 

velocity. Allow anything 

that doesn’t serve you to 

spin off of this orb, 

dissolving into pure space. 

Slowly draw this pure 

golden globe back into 

your heart until it becomes 

a seed of light, pulsing. 

Give thanks for this 

energetic transmission + 

with a smile gently come 

back to this space.

Practice Padma Mudra 

or Lotus Hand Gesture 
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“THE POWER OF UNCONDITIONAL BLISS ”

Seated or standing, bring your hands joined at the center of

your heart. Smile. Inhale pure light & draw arms skyward,

rotating the palms outward on the exhale, think “ANANDA”

stretching out your hands to the sides while, slowly lowering the

palms to the earth. Repeat 3, 6, or 9x.

Unconditional bliss is your true essence! It is a layer of energy that is
the foundation of all creation. It may seem challenging to believe
this, but have you ever seen a microscopic picture of grass cells?
Google it, they are smiling. When you see a picture of an
ascended master or Great Seer, there is the presence of an inner
smile. They just have this glow about them. By tuning into this
frequency, you magnetize more of it towards you. This power of
feeling ecstasy, naturally, can be seen in your intelligence system
which generates serotonin “The happy chemical.” Bliss, then is
often experienced on repeat during deep meditative states. (visit

www.whollyyogini/atmavedi for more info). Whether it’s enjoying
the radiance of dance, stargazing, taking a nature walk or being
in a state of gratitude; Ananda is permeating the Universe! If we
have one responsibility, it is to yoke this power of unconditional
ecstasy or at least be content through an equanimous mind.
Through thick & thin! Inevitably, this comes with more and
more direct experiences with Her Grace.

http://www.whollyyogini/atmavedi


ICCHA SHAKTI

“THE POWER OF 

LIMITLESS WILL”

The all-pervading + propelling
force that proceeds creative
action, thought, word + desire.
It is recognized as the “flow of
life.” This power is the
“capability power,” the
‘BOOM’ needed to accomplish
anything you dream of. When
you will something into
existence, it requires every one
of your trillion cells get on

board. Contrary to common
belief, it’s not something that
you have, it’s something that
you generate in the present
moment. Your willingness
depends on certainty, faith,
intensity & consistency. It’s all
about showing up & staying up.
Get clear on your “WHY.”
Leave the “HOW” up to the

Universe.

What comes to mind are the
stories about women flipping
over cars to save their child or
the miraculous tales of self-
healing. This power, like all
powers, are visible in Nature.
Think about the metamorphosis
of butterflies, immovable
Himalayas, or the relentless flow
of the Ganges river. Whether
it’s overcoming an outdated
program, manifestation, or
taking on a new challenge,
your willingness is going to be a
master key. In the beginning,
the greatest thing we can
receive, is Her Will Be Done

through us.

Write the expression below 

on index card & put it in a 

place where you see it 

often. On the other side 

draw a symbol & write one 

[ + ] emotion associated 

with desired outcome. 

Every time you see the card 

reverse it. REPEAT 3, 6, 9x 

DAY.



JNANA SHAKTI

“THE POWER OF

INTUITIVE KNOWING” 

The 4th empowerment links us to
what is referred to as the Unified
Field. It is the quanta inter-web
cosmic ‘stuff’ by which we can
know all things. An extra-sensory
vortex ready for new waves of
information, revelation, & insight.
A.K.A Divine Providence, Natural
Law + Supreme Intelligence.

It is a complex, self-organizing
power that can lead us towards
inner freedom & manifest miracles. It
helps our ability to discern + know
the how (without really knowing
how). You can see it in the blooming
lotus flower or the magnetism that
guides the whales through the
ocean. All things natural abide by
this omniscient & perfect law. It does
what it does.

Through the energy of intuition,
receptivity, clairvoyance, & faith,
we can know things about a person,
situation, or phenomena that

transcend space & time.
Ever think of a person and then they
call you? Or somehow be in the
right space at the right time to land
a photographic shot of awe? This
power expresses itself in many ways!

So the expression goes, “Ask & You
Shall Receive.”

Caution: Asking often implies that
we are “without” and can offer a
contra-productive vibe where the
feelings of “lack of” are dominant.
Remember, always ask from a
space of gratitude for it being so &
let your intention be for the good of
all.

MEDITATE WITH GYAN MUDRA 
– THE SACRED HAND GESTURE 

LITERALLY MEANING
“KNOWLEDGE.”

Bring the tips of your thumb & your 

index fingers to touch.

Activate Kripalu Method 

Algorithm here:

B(reathe) R(elax) F(eel) 

W(atch) A(llow) 
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The power to Man-I-fest! A celebration, it’s in the language! Kriya is any action or
process of manifestation geared towards the purpose of evolution. Now unless
you’re in a vegetable state or dead, no matter what house of cards you have been
dealt with, to your capacity there is still infinite room to act! It is intentional activity. In
it’s Absolute state, one has the power to do anything. Our Divine Mother/Father has
created worlds, spiraling galaxies, universes with the most complex organisms. In a
way, we are baby “god(desses)” creating our own worlds, making it to be what it is.
This creatrix energy is the beautiful blessing of witnessing “unmanifest-manifesting”
(The energy of Shiva) through us! It is the creative unfolding process of the human
Spirit experiencing & expressing itself. We are all here contributing to the Great
Mystery & Golden Tapestry of life. You belong! You are powerful! You are supported!
As long as your actions are Heart-Based there can be no such thing as failure.
Whether it’s to improve your health, wake up happy, write your novel, or create your
dream life, whatever in the world it is you SEE yourself doing, let this audacious
power absolve you into its fruition. Step by step, one breath at a time.

KRIYA SHAKTI

IT’S TIME TO RE-WRITE YOUR LIFE AS THE GREATEST LOVE STORY 

KNOWN TO ALL THE COSMOS.  DO IT NOW & PLEASE SEND TO:

WHOLLYYOGINI@GMAIL.COM 
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